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Climate SCOREcard 2018

• 5 milestones in climate  science (with thanks to 
Professor  Myles Allen, Oxford University)

•5 new things abroad
•5 new things at home 
•5 questions for the Government



[1]1824-1860s: Fourier and Tyndall

• Identified CO2 as one of the trace gases responsible for the blanketing 
effect of the atmosphere, absorbing and emitting infra-red radiation, 
keeping Earth’s surface warm.



[2]The first quantitative account of the impact of 
rising CO2 on temperature: Svante Arrhenius
• “Any doubling of the percentage 

of carbon dioxide in the air 
would raise the temperature of 
the earth's surface by 4°C; and if 
the carbon dioxide were 
increased fourfold, the 
temperature would rise by 8°C.”



[3]Charles David Keeling’s first observations, 
1958-60
• Unequivocal evidence that CO2

concentrations are rising steadily





[4]Permanent, cumulative impact of CO2 
emissions on climate
• Roger Revelle, picked up by David Archer in the 2000s.
• Susan Solomon and others in 2009: net CO2 emissions need to be 

reduced to zero to stabilize temperatures, at any level.



The evidence that human influence is the 
dominant cause of the observed warming
• Agreement with global climate models provides one line of evidence, 

but not the only one.
• Physics understood in the 19th century predicted current warming of 

at least 0.2°C per decade, as observed.
• Formal comparison of expected responses to known drivers 

(“fingerprints”) allowed the null-hypothesis of negligible human 
influence to be rejected at the 95% confidence level (P<0.05) back in 
the 1990s.

• Human-induced warming is now 1°C ± 0.15°C, about 80% due to CO2.



Climate models reproduce observed warming 
only when human influences are included

Richardson et al, 2017





[5]Net CO2 emissions need to be reduced to zero 
to stabilize global temperatures at any level
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The Paris Agreement

Full participation
Clearer science, 
clearer goal: 2/1.5 
degrees
Emphasis shifts to 
TRANSITION to 
low/net zero carbon
Strong implications 
for technology 
Non-state actors 
recognised



5 new things abroad

• [6] Paris Agreement: from targets to transitions
• [7] Shifting economics favouring renewables, clean 

energy
• [8] Has Trump trumped the Agreement?
• [9] The rise of non-state actors
• [10] The declining relevance of climate negotiators



The new international landscape



US Climate Action Center COP23





5 new things at home  - from deficit to surfeit

•[11] New Government
•[12] New narrative(s)
•[13] New targets
•[14] New institutions
•[15] New attitudes from business



2018  NZ Climate Landscape

PCE

Globe

Zero Carbon Act

Climate Commission

Productivity Commission

Sectoral work programmes

Climate Forum



5 questions for the Government - “ I think you’ll  find it’s 
a bit more complicated than that.”  - Ben Goldacre

•[16] What do we mean by ‘zero’?
•[17] What about agriculture? 
•[18] How do we ensure a just transition?
•[19] What about international markets?
•[20] What about our international target?
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